Introduction
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In the last decade, predictive coding theory has become a dominant paradigm to organize 
189
To avoid accidental serial effects, the order of blocks was reversed for half of the subjects. Subject Between stimulus presentations, subjects were instructed to fixate a white cross on the center of 194 the gray screen. Further, they were instructed to maintain fixation during the whole block and to peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
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204
order Butterworth filters with 300 Hz low pass and 0.1 Hz high pass.
205
Subjects' head position relative to the gradiometer array was recorded continuously using three 
220
Behavioral responses were recorded using a fiberoptic response pad (Photon Control Inc.
221
Lumitouch Control ™ Response System) in combination with the Presentation software (Version 222 9.90, Neurobehavioral Systems).
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230
(uncorrected alpha = 0.05). 
234
Version 2013 11-11) and custom Matlab scripts.
235
Only trials with correct behavioral responses were taken into account for MEG data analysis. The
236
focus of data analysis was on the prestimulus intervals from 1 s to 0.050 s before stimulus onset.
237
Trials containing sensor jump-, or muscle-artefacts were rejected using automatic FieldTrip artefact 238 rejection routines. Line noise was removed using a discrete Fourier transform filter at 50,100 and 239 150 Hz. In addition, independent component analysis (ICA; (Makeig et al., 1996) was performed 240 using the extended infomax (runica) algorithm implemented in fieldtrip/EEGLAB. ICA components 241 strongly correlated with EOG and ECG channels were removed from the data. Finally, data was 242 visually inspected for residual artefacts.
243
In order to minimize movement related errors, the mean head position over all experimental blocks 244 was determined for each subject. Only trials in which the head position did not deviate more than 5 245 mm from the mean head position were considered for further analysis.
246
As artefact rejection and trial rejection based on the head position may result in different trial 247 numbers for Face and House blocks, after trial rejection the minimum amount of trials across Face
248
and House blocks was selected randomly from the available trials in each block (stratification).
249
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Average spectra of task and baseline period were contrasted over subjects using a dependent-260 sample permutation t-metric with a cluster based correction method (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) 261 to account for multiple comparisons. Adjacent samples whose t-values exceeded a threshold 262 corresponding to an uncorrected α -level of 0.05 were defined as clusters. The resulting cluster sizes were then tested against the distribution of cluster sizes obtained from 1000 permuted 264 datasets (i.e. labels "task" and "baseline" were randomly reassigned within each of the subjects).
265
Cluster sizes larger than the 95th percentile of the cluster sizes in the permuted datasets were 266 defined as significant. 
290
For each source location three orthogonal filters were computed (x, y, z direction). To obtain the 291 source time courses, the broadly filtered raw data was projected through the LCMV filters resulting 
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branching of its trajectory (this is the meaning of the log ratio of equation (1)). As such, AIS is a 316 general measure of information that is maintained in a process, and could here reflect any form of 317 memory based on neural activity. AIS is linked specifically to activated prior knowledge in our study 318 via the experimental manipulation that alternately activates face-or house-specific prior 319 knowledge, and by investigating the difference in AIS between the two conditions..
320
Analysis of predictable information using active information storage
321
The history dimension (݇ over source locations and subjects =4).
327
The actual spacing between the time-points in the history was the median across trials of the 328 output of Ragwitz' criterion for the embedding delay 
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332
Computation of AIS was performed using the Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (Lizier, 2014). A minimum of 68400 samples entered the AIS analysis for each subject, block type and source 334 location (minimum of 57 trials, approx. 1 sec time interval, sampling rate 1200 Hz). AIS was 335 estimated with 4 nearest neighbours in the joint embedding space using the Kraskov-Stoegbauer- In order to determine the source locations in which AIS values were increased when subjects held 344 face information in memory, a within-subject permutation t-metric was computed. Here, AIS values 345 for each source location across all subjects were contrasted for Face blocks and House blocks.
346
The permutation test was chosen as the distribution of AIS values is unknown and not assumed to 347 be Gaussian. To account for multiple comparisons across the 478 source locations, a cluster- 
367
We also calculated the correlation of t-values computed from AIS (based on the dependent sample 
trial AIS values, we applied a multivariate analysis using support vector machines (SVMs) with the 391 libsvm toolbox (Chang and Lin, 2011; available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm). For 392 each subjects the linear SVM classifier was trained using 70% randomly chosen trials as training 393 data. However, the training data contained always the same amount of trials for face and house 394 blocks, respectively. Parameters for the SVMs were optimized in a three-fold cross-validation 395 procedure for the training data only. Subsequently, the classifier was tested using the data from the 396 remaining 30% of the trials with the best parameters obtained from the training procedure, thereby ensuring strict separation of training and testing data (Nowotny, 2014) .
398
This procedure was repeated 10 times. We report the median accuracy value for each subject. In 399 order to test the significance of the median accuracy value, for each subject the labels of face 400 blocks and house blocks were randomly permuted 500 times for each of the 10 training and testing 401 sets and the median over the 10 accuracy values was calculated also for the permuted data sets. 
427
Analysis of information transfer using transfer entropy and Granger causality analysis
428
We 
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490
Note that although the correlations in the higher frequency bands were partly significant, the effect 491 size was much higher in the alpha and beta frequency band. This means that alpha and beta band 492 activity is the most likely carrier of activated prior knowledge.
493
While we found a significant correlation of single trial power and predictable information in the 494 alpha and beta band, the contrast map over all source grid points for Face and House blocks (t-
495
values obtained from dependent sample t-metric over subjects) did not correlate with the AIS 0.21). This suggests that AIS analysis provides additional information not directly provided by a 498 spectral analysis. In sum, while AIS seems to be carried by alpha/beta-band activity, not all 499 alpha/beta band activity contributes to AIS. 
508
Analysis of information transfer
509
To understand how activated prior knowledge is communicated within the cortical hierarchy, we 510 
528
Correlation of predictable information and reaction times
529
In order to study the association of predictable information and behaviour, we correlated the per 
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Here we tested the hypothesis that the neural correlates of prior knowledge activated for use as an 541 internal prediction must show as predictable information in the neural signals carrying that 542 activated prior knowledge. This hypothesis is based on the rationale that the content of activated 543 prior knowledge must be maintained until the knowledge or the prediction derived from it is used.
544
The fact that activated prior knowledge has a specific content then mandates that increases in 545 predictable information should be found in brain areas specific to processing the respective 
558
We will next discuss our findings with respect to their implications for current theories of predictive 559 coding.
561
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567
In addition to increased predictable information in well-known face processing areas we also found 568 increased predictable information in Face blocks in PPC. We consider the increase in predictable 
579
However, while we found increased predictable information in content specific areas for Face 580 blocks, we did not find brain areas showing increased predictable information for House blocks.
581
Similarly, in a face/house discrimination task Summerfield and colleagues (2006b) observed 582 increased activation in FFA, when a house was misperceived as a face. However, they failed to 583 see increased activation in parahippocampal place area (PPA), a scene/house responsive region, 584 when a face was misperceived as a house. The authors suggest that this might be related to the 585 fact that PPA is less subject to top-down information than FFA -as faces have much more 586 regularities potentially utilizable for top-down mechanisms than the natural scenes that PPA 587 usually responds to. Additionally, because of their strong social relevance (e.g. Farah et al., 1995) 588 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
We found a strong positive single-trial correlation of AIS with alpha/beta power for all face Granger CWJ (1969) Investigating Causal Relations by Econometric Models and Cross-spectral Methods.
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